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Sing now of hopefulness, sing of delight, With
Sing now of eagerness, steady and sure, With
Sing we in kindness, sing we in grace, With
Voices of playfulness, voices sincere

Voices uplifted, by day and by night, we
Strength in our shoulders and lungs to endure, we
Hands quick to welcome, and arms to embrace, we
Raise them in praise at the close of the year; what's

Sing at our waking, set out on our way with
Sing at our labours and walk on our way, anxious with
Sing at our homing and come back to stay with
Sing now in going will echo always with

Joy in our hearts, at the break of the day.
Daunted in heart, at the noon of the day.
Love in our hearts, at the eve of the day.
Peace in our hearts, to the end of our days.